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INTRODUCTION

Scope
Key findings

EXPLANATION OF ATTRACTIVENESS INDEX

What is attractiveness index?
Methodology used to calculate attractiveness index
Attractiveness index can help to spot B2B market opportunities

ATTRACTIVENESS INDEX IN THE LARGEST ECONOMIES

USA: Service industries are among the most attractive
Business services in the US benefits from strong bargaining power
Demand growth supports energy sector’s attractiveness in the US
Large domestic demand benefits US transportation sector
China: Manufacturing sector industries are among the most attractive
Transportation sector in China benefits from high bargaining power and strong profitability
Strong domestic demand benefits China’s metal products sector
Hi-tech goods sector in China holds strong bargaining power over buyers and suppliers
India: Transportation and retail among the most attractive sectors
Large size of the industry supports transportation sector’s attractiveness in India
Retail sector in India benefits from stable revenue and profits growth
Strong forecast growth to support energy sector’s attractiveness in India
Japan: Engineering and manufacturing sectors among the most attractive
Machinery sector in Japan holds high bargaining power
Industry’s size and forecast growth support metal products sector’s attractiveness in Japan
Stable revenue growth benefits Japan’s ICT services sector
Germany: Service and manufacturing industries are the most attractive
Strong profitability and bargaining power benefit business services sector in Germany
Stable revenue growth improves retail sector’s attractiveness in Germany
Strong bargaining power contributes to the food industry’s attractiveness in Germany
France: Services sector is the most attractive in the economy
Business services sector in France benefits from strong profitability and bargaining power
Stable demand supports transportation sector’s attractiveness in France
Revenue growth stability adds to the retail sector’s attractiveness in France
UK: Business and financial services industries are the most attractive
Strong bargaining power and profitability improve business services’ attractiveness in the UK
Strong demand benefits construction in the UK
Utilities sector in the UK benefits from stable revenue growth and high bargaining power
Brazil: Food processing industries among the most attractive
Revenue growth stability benefits Brazil’s food processing sector
Business services in Brazil have strong bargaining power over buyers and suppliers
Utilities sector in Brazil benefits from stable revenue growth

METHODOLOGY

Methodology and potential limitations of attractiveness index

About Euromonitor International

Euromonitor International is an independent market intelligence provider. Data, insight and analysis stem from in-the-field research
spanning 210 national markets.

Content ranges from the in-depth and country-specific, to key strategic themes with a global range and significance. Products cover
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a comprehensive range of insights and market data, but can be broadly categorised as:

Strategy Briefings: Global or regional in scope, and focussing on the most important themes shaping consumer demand, the
key markets, competitive environment and future outlook across a range of industries.
Company Profiles: Analysis dedicated to the world’s most significant companies, with detailed insight into their activities, focus
of operations, their competitors, their geographic presence and performance.
Country Reports: For an in-depth understanding of specific countries, whether by industry, economic metrics or consumer
trends and lifestyles. These reports cover current trends, consumer demand, market potential and future prospects, with
country-specific local insight and comprehensive data, unavailable elsewhere.

For more information on this report, further enquiries can be directed via this link www.euromonitor.com/industry-attractiveness-index-most-attractive-
sectors-in-the-largest-economies/report.


